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Cbs sports mobile app android

Sport is a worldwide hobby. You can find leagues for most sports in almost every developed country and many undeveloped countries around the world. It's basically impossible to keep track of everything, though, with today's incredible technology. However, most people who enjoy sports also enjoy more
than one sport. Thus, we consider sports apps to have different genres than apps that only cover baseball or football (both footballs). A good sports app should show you all kinds of stuff from all kinds of sports. So, with that in mind, here are the best sports apps for Android! We have a list of individual
sports apps littered throughout the article if you want to see more! ESPN and ESPN+FeedlyPodcast AddictSofaScoretheScoreTuneIn RadioTwitterYahoo SportsYouTube LigaofficialPrice App: Free / $4.99 per monthESPN has one of the most comprehensive sports platforms in all media. Some people
don't like it and that's okay, but people can't deny the breadth of features and coverage they have. That includes sports scores from various leagues, streaming services (ESPN+) with sports coverage from multiple leagues, competent fantasy sports platforms, and at least a semi-viable selection of written
news, rumors, op-eds, and other such content. Of course, ESPN is mostly for North American sports fans. The streaming service costs $4.99 per month and includes many niche sports along with some of the popular. You can get ESPN+ as part of the Disney+, Hulu and ESPN+ bundles for $12.99 per
month. It's an easy way to connect yourself with exercise while also getting other things for the family. FeedlyPrice: Free / $9.99 per monthFeedly is an RSS reader application. It's not as popular as it used to be but lets you follow any blog, site, and news source you want. That's great for sports fans. It lets
you follow various sites without downloading their app and bloating your phone. In addition, you can get indie sports news sources that don't usually have an app. It lets you follow the source and exercise you want without any extra fur. The app is also free with an optional subscription if you need more
features. Podcast AddictPrice: Free / Up to $9.99Podcast Addict is an excellent podcatcher. It scratches iTunes so basically any podcast on iTunes is also available here. This is a great one stop shop for sports podcasts from most sports. I personally used this to listen to 31 Thoughts and Central Hockey
on Noon, two hockey podcasts. There are many other options as well. The UI is nothing special, but you get a lot of organizational features and it's relatively easy after an hour or two of looking around. You can remove ads and unlock them all for one actual in-app purchase for less than
$9.99.SofaScorePrice: Free / $2.99SofaScore is arguably the best sports score app out there. It has a score for basically everything. That includes football (both types), baseball, basketball, and hockey hockey with random things like darts, badminton, bandy, tennis, volleyball, rugby, cycling, and even
Motosport. The clean UI and organization are surprisingly good for how many sports scores this app covers. This is a must for basically anyone who enjoys the sport from all over the place. Seriously, this app is that good.theScorePrice: FreetheScore is an app with a lot of ups and downs over the years.
However, it's upswing now and when it's up, it's one of the best sports apps. It has news, scores, schedules, and other information about most major sports in North America and a few more abroad. It also includes a variety of special features for major events such as the World Cup and even a public chat
feature if you like such a thing. It's easy among the best news apps for sports fans and the extras are just the icing on the cake. TuneIn RadioPrice: Free / $9.99 per monthTuneIn Radio is probably the best radio app for sports fans. It features a group of radio stations from all over the world and that
includes talk radio and sports radio. There are over 100,000 stations and podcasts on the site. In addition, the app supports live games for MLB, NBA, NFL, and NHL. However, it is a premium feature. This is an excellent app for people who still love the old charm of listening to games on the radio. The
free version comes with most stations. There is a $9.99 per month subscription for things like curated live games. TwitterPrice: FreeTwitter is a horrible place full of hateful people. However, sport is one of the few bright spots on social networks. Most leagues have their own Twitter profiles as do most
teams and most players along with bloggers, TV personalities and other sports pundits. It lets you follow with basically everything that happens. Some players prefer Instagram over Twitter for their personal belongings. Those who like to follow players may want to try Instagram as well. After all, teams and
leagues often post scores, highlights, updates, news, and some fun banter among themselves. Times are changing and Twitter is probably a faster place to get some of these things than many sports news apps. Yahoo SportsPrice: FreeYahoo Sports is a great platform with many features. The news side
of things is bread and butter. They cover most sports around the world and they have blogs that cover several sports more in-depth or from different angles. In addition, they stream live games occasionally and that includes the 2019 Super Bowl. Finally, their fantasy sports platform is arguably the best in
its genre with competent fantasy sports. It's not a terrible ecosystem to be a part of. All apps are free. Yahoo Fantasy Sports allows for occasional paid leagues if you wish. YouTubePrice: Free / $12.99 per monthYouTube is an excellent catch for sports fans. You know that if you miss something it will be
on YouTube within an hour. Plus, there are a variety of excellent spotlight channels that some seriously epic spotlight supercuts. It's not a great place for news, scores or live sports streaming. However, it's an excellent place to relive old classics, chase the spotlight, and lose yourself for 20 minutes as you
watch every unmented triple play ever recorded on TV. The premium version removes ads, allows background playback, and gives you access to the league app YouTube Music.OfficialPrice: Free Sports Leagues / VariesMost has their own app. This is especially true for North American sports and at least
most European football leagues. The app gives you schedules, sports scores, updates, news, and some even live game streams. Subscription fees vary from sports to sports. However, the core mechanics are basically the same. You get access to every exit from the game market. This is an excellent app
for sports fans. The non-streaming part of all these apps is free. If we missed the great sports app for Android, let us know in the comments below! You can also click here to check out our list of latest Android apps and games! Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central Your favorite sports team can be your
getaway from grinding out everyday life so it's important to have the best sports app for Android on your side. Since we have to deal with these pesky little things called life, here's a sports app to keep you in the game even when you're stuck grinding through your daily 9-5, or worse, stuck on your
significant important high school reunion. Then, when the game is over for the day, you can sit back with the best sports games for Android to kill some time until the next game takes place. As you probably already know, sports apps are a dime on the Play Store, but there are still apps like TheScore that
stand out from the crowd. You can follow your favorite teams in various sports and get notified about your favorite players. There's also a reason why millions of people turn to ESPN every day, because it really is a worldwide leader in sports. The ESPN mobile app has seen its fair share of clumsy but
mostly cruft has been cut down and you are now presented with a great interface for chasing scores or watching original content. CBS Sports has the upper hand when compared to other apps because you can watch a variety of live sports events directly from the app. Coupled with the traditional function
to check scores and statistics and no wonder why this is one of the best sports apps for Android. 1. TheScore theScore is a sports app that's been around for a while, and there are two features that differentiate it from the rest of the pack: a glorious dark theme and dedication to delivering the best sports
experience on Android. The app is very well organized and allows you to quickly find the news, scores, and standings you need and then get back to what you want to do. And to make sure that you never miss a warning, TheScore even lets you send test alerts to make sure everything is ahead of the big
event. Speaking of caveats, TheScore does something that not too many other apps offer: personalized notifications based on specific players. Typically, you'll be inundated with notifications about your favorite leagues and/or teams so this is especially useful for those who enjoy following one athlete, or
want to monitor the makeup of their fantasy football players. In addition to receiving the latest news and personalized notifications, TheScore has a social aspect that allows you to unlock game scores, tap the Chat button, and talk to others who are watching the same game. Best of all, TheScore is
completely free, provided you're willing to place with some ads throughout the experience. Get personalized notifications In addition to providing in-depth news from a variety of sources, theScore makes it easy to keep up with the players and team members you care about. See everything you care about
in your personalized feed, or bounce around the app and chat with other sports fans. Source: Android Central This may be the tagline, but when most people think of sports, and especially sports news, ESPN is a Worldwide Leader in Sports. The ESPN app is one of the most downloaded and most used
sports apps on Android because it's a first-class app that's easy to navigate, easy to customize, and has scores for just about every major college and major league sport you can imagine. The ESPN app does tie up some subscription-required services like ESPN+ and cable subscriber content, but if
you're just looking for news and scores, no subscription is required. ESPN's notice may alert you to recent injury reports or trade agreements, and let's all be honest, who can reject sportscenter trademarks Da-da-da, Da-da-da?? Apps you might use ESPN offer 24/7 sports coverage, and with apps, you
can focus on the teams and storylines you care about. CBS Sports isn't just another app to track your favorite sports and teams. You can also use CBS Sports to watch some of the games you care about, with events from the UEFA Champions and Europa League, along with the NFL on CBS, and even
MMA events. With this app, you're greeted with an efficient interface that lets you soak in all the important information when you open the app. Dive deeper and you can watch highlights from the game or post-match interviews you may have missed. Those with CBS All Access will be able to enjoy
streaming a variety of exclusives, but all major sporting events are covered. Enjoy live sports, 24/7 CBS Sports not only provides quick updates on in-game scoring changes, but provides a lot of extra content to sit and enjoy. Oh, and you can watch games from some of your favorite teams as well.
Although apps like ESPN and theScore are great for many people, there are some features provided by other apps that aren't found in others. With a large selection of sports apps on the Play Store, it just makes there than some additional options when it come to finding the best sports apps for Android.
These are a few more apps for you to check out to improve your workout. Yahoo Sports Whether you're looking for an up-to-the-minute score during a bedlam that is college football or a long-form editorial and an in-depth piece of sports journalism, Yahoo Sports has you covered. Yahoo Sports has some
highlights and video commentary, but less heavi videos than CBS or ESPN if you'd rather read your news than watch it. One of the hidden bonuses in the Yahoo Sports app is that if you've been stuck without your phone all day or all week for whatever reason, you can tap Notification Center and see every
Yahoo Sports title pushing notifications to return the last few days. Staying in the loop throughout the year The Yahoo Sports app has seen more than a few updates in recent years to provide a great experience to follow your favorite sports. In addition, you can watch a selection of live games, along with
original sports performances. Source: Google's Android Central handles millions of sports searches a day, from score searches to team searches to player stats and beyond. As such, the Google Assistant has become a valuable sports app in its own right. If you follow a team in the Google Assistant,
Teams can notify you of team news, when your team is playing, where to watch games, and print updates. The Google Assistant is also a great sports app to have because you can request sports information on any device, from your phone to Google Home to Chromebooks that support the Assistant to
Android Auto in your car. The only strange thing here is that changing the Followers of the Sports team and notifications for the Google Assistant, you have to go to the Customize google search app settings. This is because the Google Assistant inherits some of its sporting virtues from Google feeds —
formerly Google Now — and that's where Google's interest settings are still active. Check the score without opening the Google Assistant app is arguably the most powerful voice assistant available, and it's right on your phone. Just ask the Assistant to score the game, and you'll be updated instantly. The
Athletic Handle covers the sport slightly differently from the others. Instead of lively updated scores, you'll find in-depth analysis and news pieces on what's happening in your favorite leagues and with your favorite teams. There's a dedicated sportswriter for every sport, and the app offers over 1,000 high-
quality weekly articles imaginable. As expected, there was a catch with The Athletic. You have to spring for a monthly or yearly subscription, but the cost is invaluable You want the latest news from some of the biggest names in sports. There's a seven-day free trial if you want to see if The Athletic is worth
it to you, and then prices for subscriptions start at just $4.99 per month. Not your average sports news Instead of offering fast-beating news coverage from various teams, The down other routes, providing some of the best in-depth analysis. Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central Fantasy Football is all the
rage for half a year, and what better way to stay up to date with the latest news than with the best apps. Sleeper started out as a small project, but has evolved into the best fantasy football app on Android. You can create a league, go through draft day, and then hit a talking league member, all from one
app and without paying a dime. The community for Sleeper has grown so much that you can even download apps, and interact with like-minded football nerds who want to consume as much information as possible. The notices mentioned above can be useful, and can help make or break the season with
large abandonment pickups. Sleeper is so good that it becomes a de-facto choice as the best fantasy football app for commissioners everywhere. Win your fantasy league easily Whether you want to create a new fantasy football league, or just get all the news possible, sleeper is phenomenal. The app
provides tweets and updates as it happens. Bleacher Report is one of those websites that includes every sports league and team you can possibly think of. There are customizable notifications so you never miss a beat, even if you can't be at home or with your friends watching the game live. Then, when
the game is over, you are greeted with articles and other content so you can catch up on what you missed. Those who play fantasy sports can sync their respective accounts and receive the latest information about players on the team. Having a customizable newsfeed is something you can't ignore, and
Bleacher Report is one of the best experiences you'll find on the Play Store. There's a reason it's still around Bleacher Report has been around for years, and for good reason. The app has seen plenty of updates to keep it relevant, while adding features that sports fans will love. At first glance, you might
think that SofaScore is only focused on football, but that is not the case anymore. While football is still at the forefront of app coverage, you can also track scores and teams from different sports around the world. SofaScore covers everything from football, tennis, hockey and even cricket and handball. The
app provides a very simple interface, making it easy to find upcoming or returning schedules and see scores and stats from previous games. Tap the notification bell icon to be notified when the game is approaching initially, and add your local team to the list for quick and easy access. Not only for football
fans Many sports apps try to throw a lot of information in your face as soon as you open it. SofaScore sees things differently, offering a very simple interface, along with the ability to follow sports from all over the world. Everything is fine and it is cool to rely on the applications of some of your favorites but
they don't provide everything you might need to fix your Sport. Not surprisingly, the big four sports in the U.S. have their own official app that provides a little more information and access to content that you won't be able to find anywhere else. NFL source: NFL App CordCutters has been experiencing ups
and downs over the years, but it seems to be in a pretty good place as it is now. The app provides all the updates you need from games throughout the league. If you want to see what's happening in a particular game, just tap and see Play by Play, in-game stats, or highlights from a big play. As expected,
you'll be able to enjoy all the coverage you can soak up, from the NFL Combine and through to the Super Bowl. There's also access to NFL RedZone, which is arguably the best way to watch football if you're in a fantasy football league or just an NFL fan who likes to see big drives. All football, round-the-
clock NFL apps are the best way to check what's going on around the league, while being able to check the GameCenter for highlights and stats. The app even offers quick access to NFL Game Pass or RedZone. Source: NHL Ahead of the 2019-2020 season, the NHL's official app looks at major
redesigns, which enhance the Gamecenter experience in a big way. That redesign is here to stay, and helps you quickly and easily follow your favorite team. It also allows you to set certain notifications when there are goals scored or when the game is getting ready to end. NHL TV subscribers will be able
to use the official NHL app to watch their favorite teams in beautiful HD quality. You can even customize the app to match your team's colors, which is a nice touch that doesn't make you expect more. And if you can't be at home watching the game, you can listen to radio broadcasts from any game for
free. Enjoy the NHL from anywhere With the NHL app, you can get notified when a trade happens, or the game will start. But with Gamecenter, you can see everything about the game as it happens when listening to radio broadcasts for free. Source: Android Central Instead of featuring a regular baseball
field in the background, the MLB app wants to make you feel like you're sitting right behind home plate with Gameday. See what happens pitch-by-pitch, along with more information than you can imagine including pitch speed and where they are in (or outside) strike zones. The MLB application is also
home to MLB. TV, allows you to watch MLB. Today's TV game. See what happens in the baseball world from Opening Day to Game 7 of the World Series. For those who can watch all the games, enjoy Condensed Games, which just shows off the highlights so you won't take more than three hours to
catch up on everything. It's almost like you're at an official MLB app game is the perfect way to see what's going on with your favorite baseball team, throughout the season Catch up on late night games with Condensed Games, or watch the game from a new perspective with Gameday. Source: NBA
Move to basketball, and we are presented with the official NBA app. With access to NBA League Pass and NBA TV, you can watch your favorite teams live, catch up on news throughout the day, or watch some post-game conferences. Notifications provide all the information you need as soon as they
become available, and you can even check play-by-play while the game is playing. What makes the NBA a little unique is the access it provides for classic games from the glory days. Catch Jordan's Game 6 against the Jazz, or watch Kobe and Shaq close out their first three peats, all from the same app.
With NBA Pick'Em, make the right choice, score points, and use those points for some NBA rewards. It's an all-be-all app for everything you want to know about the NBA. Watch the game tonight, or from 15 years ago the NBA app has everything you need to keep track of your favorite basketball team
along with some added benefits for those who feel nostalgic. &lt;!-- END RECO-BLOCK → We may earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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